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Featuring more than 500 photographs and unique illustrations, this is actually the complete help to the
designers, brands, movements and style icons which have created the annals of international style from the
1860s completely to today.a to Yohji Yamamoto and from Boho Chic to Space Age group Style, that is an
indispensible and delightful guide to the sophisticated world of fashion. The many forces that influence style
are included – from high-class haute couture and bespoke tailoring to innovative youth countercultures and
phenomenally effective mass-market brands. Material details are discussed throughout the book, as are the
innovative and multidisciplinary areas of fashion.Each entry includes multiple images and a comprehensive
text covering the historical, cultural, aesthetic and technical areas of its subject. Covering everyone from
Azzedine AlaïThis encyclopedic volume, with over 150 entries, is both a reliable, up-to-date reference work
and an inspirational look at the creativity and excitement of fashion.
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The web pages are matte rather than glossy, so there's a bit of a loss of color saturation, but that does mean
it's lightweight and doesn't have glare or fingerprints rendering it easier on the eyes. This book is huge! Five
Stars Awesome coffee table book for those who have an interest popular. It's great to web page through for
fun, but has well-organized info for course assignments.Better than I expected. It has a lot more information
and photos than I imagined.
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